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Senate Holds Nominations
For May Queen

Kappa Theta Gamma Gives
leSt. Performance
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Volume LVII

Friday, Mar. 14 Convocation,
nouncements.
Monday, Mar. 17 Doris Fetzer,
gan recital.

Sat-iirda-

broadcasting from her hometown, CanSenior men and women interested in ton, at 11:45 a.m. on radio station
placement after graduation will want WHBC.
Six movements from Bach's French
to note offers of jobs recently released by the Placement office in suite in E major will be played first.
charge of Arthur F. Southwick.
The selections " a r e"Allemande",
The American University at Cairo "Cowiante.", "Sarabande", "Savatte",
desires three college graduates to go to "Bowiee'1, and "Signe". In addition to
Cairo, Egypt, to act as instructors on these, Naomi will play Chopin's
its college faculty for a period of three "Etudes in F and D flat", and Brahms'
years. The following men and women "Cappricia".
are needed: one to teach mathematics
and science, one to teach English and
assist in physical education, and one
to teach social science, including history knd geography.
The university will consider only
Protestant Christians with proven inResults of the recent survey of sumterest in Christian activities.
employment for girls made by
mer
Three years is the term of employthe Y. W, C. A. are now available.
ment. Candidates should be prepared
Those desiring employment would do
to sail by July 1, 1941 either westward
well to look at the folder in the Tea
by way of the Pacific or eastward
House. The questionnaires have been
around Cape Horn to Cairo. All
sorted and arranged into the followtraveling expenses to Egypt and return
ing classifications: restaurant work,
are paid by the university; board,
doctor's assistants, store' work (clerkroom, and light laundry during each
library work, playground work,
college year are also provided; and a ing),
camp
work, social work, and a group
salary of L.E. 100 (or approximately
of miscellaneous jobs.
500) for the first year, L.E. 120 for
Questions which were answered on
the second year, and L.E. 140 for the
the forum: the location pf the employ,
third year is paid..

Y. W. Poll Results
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Suggest Positions
-

ment-the-typ-

Desire Psychiatric Aides
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The Deans office announces that
students who wish to go up as passengers in planes at the Wooster Air-pomust have a written permission
from their parents filed in the Office
of the Deans.

rt

Dr. Charles F. Wishart, in a re
Tuesday, Mar. 18 Convocation, ancent interview, has explained the reanouncements,, student meetings.
sons for a rise of 25 in the tuition
Perhaps you have heard of playing
Wednesday, Mar. 19 President Wish- - of the college. The statement it a
with dynamite,-bu- t
did you ever hear
art.
follows:
, r
of a person playing on dynamite? Dr.
"Nobody could possibly feel more
Frank Guy Armitage did. In an in- Thursday, Mar. 20 Rabbi Hailperin.
badly
,than the administration officers
terview with" a Voice "reporter- Dr.
of the college about any
and
trustees
Armitage said that since he lacked a
fees, however small.
student
Co-oincrease
in
p
suitable stage, the soldiers in' the
by the fact that a
faced
Yet
we
are
frontline trenches during the World
V
budget would
permanently
unbalanced
procured
War
this improvision. Luckwhich
ead
would involve
to disaster
ily Dr. Armitage didn't discover the
the
standards
educational
of Wooster.
explosiveness of his ' act until later.
The
decreasing
received
income
from
"Another time a local church furnished
him with a stage built exclusively from
The annual membership drive for capital funds, together with . rising
coffins and caskets a very healthy the Columbia Cooperative Concert as- costs of all materials, food supplies,
setting.
sociation got under way Monday, Mar. and overhead expense, makes this tuition increase of 6.25 per quarter a
Dr. Armitage, noted interpreter of 10, and is being carried on through
necessity if our next year's budget
Charles Dickens' characters, appeared the week by the Wooster Federation
even holds its own. The College is
on the chapel rostrum Tuesday, Mar. of Music. The closing date of the drive
putting up all it can of the total edu
11, during chapel time and again in is Saturday, Mar. 16 at 5 p.m.
cational costs, and expects to be able
the evening to deliver his distinctive
Selection of the three artists to be to increase this amount as further recharacterization of Ebeenezer Scrooge, brought here under the auspices of the
sources develop. If the load between
Uriah Heep, and other immortal Federation will be made through the student
payments and college support
characters to the student body..
Columbia Artist series.' This selection seems slightly disproportionate
at the
will be made within the budget limited
Show Must Go On
present time, this condition will ulRegardless of conditions the show by the number of memberships to the timately right itself.
must go on. And so it dd even in Cooperative series. At least 900 subSituation Was Reversed
spite of a flood. Dr. Armitage was scriptions are necessary to maintain
'Wooster students, in the years be
touring the south when the Mississippi the high standard of artistry brought fore the first World War, benefitted
overflowed. All transportation was cut here in the past.
by the opposite situation from that
off to the town where he was to
Tickets for the year are being sold which we face today. The endowment
So
2.5kiQtsfit was relatively high in proportion to
at
hiring a handcar he travelled part of dents. This includes, in addition
to the student enrolment; therefore the
the way," until the car overturned three Columbia
artist programs, two student fees were low. Then, as now,
spilling , its occupant into the . water.
concerts by the local, symphony or- however, the main emphasis was .on
There was nothing left to do but to chestra. As has been the
custom, no the program of work, and as long as
swim the rest of the way. Carrying his
single admission tickets will be sold at Wooster maintains an objective of ser- baggage on his head he made three
s
character, it
any of the five concerts during the ious work of a
;
trips from the car to the town. At his
will
continue to consider the eeneral
year.
performance that night he played beIn charge of the campaign among welfare of its student body as its
fore a gratifying audience of eight
college students are Louise Stewart and major responsibility.
people.
"Compared to institutions of sim-- r
Leslie Gibian.
Stage Collapses
scholastic standing on the At- Probably the most unusual of his
antic Coast, our tuition fees are very
experiences occurred while he was perNominate May Queen low." Compared to colleges of similar
forming in a tent on a very, very
standing in the Middle West, Wooster
Nominations for May Queen will
rickety platform. He had just reached
occupies about the median line.
be held in chapel on Tuesday, Mar.
the moment when Sidney Carton was
Give Financial Aid
18. Each student will nominate
to step up to the guillotine. As he was
"Let
me
add that there never was a
two junior women. On Friday,
saying those last famous words, the
when
time
Wooster, or any other col
Mar. 21, the students will make
fire alarm rang. In the confusion the
lege,
dealt
generously with those
more
their selection for May Queen from
who ar6 unable" to pay the full amount
stage collapsed and Sidney Carton,
the five women receiving the highalias Dr. Armitage, had to be rescued
of their dues. Now, as heretofore, the
est number of votes.
(Continued on Page 4)
College expects to deal most generous- witht individual cases of financial
need. It is felt, however, that those
students who are able to pay the full
amount will be glad to do so, in view
of the fact that they will be heloinc
others less fortunate than themselves
and, at the same time, helping the
College" to maintain its precious intel- ectual and teaching standards."
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Bundles" Leaders
Solicit Old Clothes
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Business Careers

The Bundles for Britain committee,

The Career Institute a secretarial
and business training school for worn-- ;
en in Chicago, announces three tuition
scholarships for the school year
for women seeking a career in
business. One scholarship of 325 will
be given to a college gfaduata, one
to a woman with two years' college
background, and one of
to a' private, or high school graduate.

headed

1941-194- 2

325-65-

0

women with both "the ap- titude and desire to make a successful
business career for themselves are the
ones desired for the institute.
The Career Institute is owned and
directed by a group of leading Chicago
executives. Students are selected for
aptitude and attitude, and instruction
in small classes insures individual attention and wise guidance. The Oc
cupational Research and Placement
A
Continued on Page 4
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Glee Club Will Give

Concert in Pittsburgh
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Sunday morning,

March 16, the
Men's Glee club will leave on a two
"
day trip to Pittsburgh.
The glee club will "sing in --Highland
Avenue Presbyterian
church,
Pittsburgh on the afternoon of Mar.
16 and in the Second Presbyterian
church, Wilkinsburg in thevening.
Monday they will sing in two high
school in Wilkinsburg and New Kensington. In the evening they will sing
in the Columbiana high school audi'.'
torium. '.
On Sunday, Mar. 23, the club will
singiyn the First Presbyterian church
in Warren. After the concert they will
meet with the Young People's group
for a .social hour. Ralph A.' Young
will show movies of Wooster at this
- time. The glee club will sing in the
First Presbyterian church of Youngs-- 1
"
town in the 'evening.

Ruth

has

Gensbigler,

committee wants all clothing, so long
as it is good. Worn-ou- t
clothing would
not be worth sending.
The idea is that the girls can get
rid of all their unused clothing before they go hpme for Spring vacation, but these same clothes .must be
in at least a usable condition.
Each of the
dorms have
an agent, while Hoover, Holden, and
Babcock have a girl on each floor to
the collecting. These.' are the
agents: Korner Ruth Gilbert; Miller
Phyllis, Van Duzer; Colfnial
Margaret Alsburg; White's Ruth McClel- and; Monyer's
Virginia Beifus;
Crandall's Lynn Lincoln; Westminster Margaret Freidinser; Hoovei?
Mary Helen Scanlon. Mariorie Lowe.
Connie Garvin and KuraRaVvson:
Holden Eleanor Rodgers.
Martha
McCreight, and Margaret Stewart;
Annex Betty Lockwood and Phemia
Haymans; Babcock Marian Smith,
Mary Young, and Beth Keene.
There will be a benefit performance
of 'Berkeley Square" tonight,, thi
proceeds to go to Bundles for Britain
off-camp-

.

vTT

by

planned to make a collection of all
the girls' old clothes Mar. 20. The

.ROBERT ARNOLD

'

MARILYN JOHNSTON

.
JOAN CAMPBELL

us

several days the life of the older Peter existing concurrently, an idea that no Fund.'
"
'
Standish.
one' else will consider.
Bethel Bpyer plays the part of Hel Kress, Mitchell Will Give
From the difficulties unforseen by
Standish when he started hi --trip enPettigrew, the girl whom Standish Views onrWar-time
Duties
through time, a powerful plot is ish meets in the past. Standish him
evolved which ties him 'closely to the self is played by Paul Gruber, known
Vance Mitchell and Ruth Kres will
past. He is living the life of two to Little Theatre audiences for his
two magazine article written
review
'
several character roles in past pre'
Changing back" and forth " between people in two different planes of time,
by
current authors on the
the 20th and 18th centuries, the time and his interests in the past come to sentations.
general subject of "What Should
element of "Berkeley Square!' is its mean " much more than those of his , Other characters from the 18th cen Do if America Enters the War?" in
tury are: Kate Pettigrew, Joan Camp the freshman forum meeting, Sunday,
most striking feature. Peter Standish, natural time.
a modern youijg man, is so intensely
The play draws its name from thej bell; Lady Anne Pettigrew, Marilynn Mar. 16, in Kauke 201 at 9:45.
interested in the past and especially setting wnicn is tne rettigrew nouse in Johnston; Thomas Pettigrew, Robert
Jane Atkinson will lead the devo
in the life of his ancestor, another Berkeley Square, London. It is be- Thomas; Mr. Throstle, Robert Arn tional service, and after the articles
Peter, Standish, that his obsession1 Car- cause he-- is living in the house of his old; Major Clinton, Wayne Lykes have been presented, the members o
rie him backward through- - time into ancestors that Standish is " able to Duchess of Devonshire, Celia Retzler the forum will have a chance
to dis
the 18th century. Here he lives for demonstrate to himself his idea of time
( 1 cuss them and give their opinions.
(Continued on Page 4) .

"Berkeley Square", John Balderston's costume play, will be given its
first performance at 8 p.m. in Taylor
hall this eveningrOtheirperformances
of this, Kappa Theta Gamma's annual
presentation, will be given Friday and
Saturday evenings, Mar. 14 and 15.
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Commencemeni Week
Senator George William Norris
(Ind.) of Nebraska will be the guest
speaker at the seventy-firs- t
commencement of the College of Wooster Monday, June 16.
'
Senator Norris is a native Ohioan.
He was born on a farm in Sandusky
county July 11, 1861 and spent much
of his early life in that vicinity. He
earned enough by working during
summer vacations and by teaching to
put himself through
e
university, Indiana Normal school and
finally to complete his law course at
Valpariaso university in T"d'anat
In 1883 he was admitted to the
bar. Two years later he left Ohio and
established a law practice in Nebraska.
For three terms he served as district
prosecuting attorney and later as
judge for the fourteenth Nebraska
district. In 1913 he was elected to the
United States Senate and is now serving his fifth consecutive term, which
Baldwin-Wallac-

SEN. GEORGE W. NORRIS

ere

ent

K
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Norris Will Speak
At June Ser vie

Begins Campaign

John Balderston's "Berkeley Square" Opens Tonight

.

re-adjustm-

Tuition Increase

nd

Get Air Permissions!

the general policies, facilities, and
methods of Institute to each new aide
and during this time the college graduate receives a small salary. This is
soon increased with satisfactory completion of the period of trial. The pay
for the college graduate aide during
the first six months is 00 and maintenance, and after that, $70.
A nine hour day and six day week
is the ordinary period of work in the
Institute. Each aide take' his turn on
night duty, the hours of which are
the same, as day duty. '
The opportunity afforded for in-- r
timate and continuous association with
those whose mental and physical
is- being sought should be
of use in later lite activities in the
fields of education, business, and social reconstruction.-

or- -

3JQ-foradults,a-

long it lasted, the rate of pay and
how many hours of work per day.
The survey also supplies information
as to when applications should be
filed, how much experience is required,
to whom applications should be made.
The last question is probably the most
important one of all for many girls.
It tries to find out whether the girl
holding the job previously would recommend it as suitable job for girls.

The registrar also announces that
the
Institute of the
Hardtford Retreat will consider appli-- :
cations for positions as Psychiatric
aides. The staff of this institute must
be increased and selected applications
are placed on the waiting list.
Psychiatric aides assist in the care
of patients and in the daily order of
the halls and cottages. They act as
escorts and companions for the patients and help in the educational and
recreational program of the Institute.
A course of instruction is given in

Wishari Explains
an-

.
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Institutions Offer Jury Broadcasts Armitage Reveals
jury, 'Wooster music
Scholarships And dent,Naomi
Past Experiences
will give a piano recital on the
college's
radio program
-Jobs to Senior- sMarch
She
heard A s Impersonator

-

Icii

Smucker-Dire- cis
Food-Reli-

ef

Plan

Mary Smucker has been appointed
the campus representative of the National Committee on Food for the
Small Democracies. Her steadily growing list of assistants include John Mel.
lin, Walter Krumm, Virginia Sdllen-bacBeth Duffield, Wilma Oliver,
Finley Grissett, Jane Westbrook and
Jack Strang.
' Do Not Solicit
" The purpose of this national com
mittee is not to solicit money for the
aid of the five small democracies. Instead the committee'" is concerned with
getting fopd to the 37,000,000 people in danger of starving in Belgium,
Denmark, Holland, Norway and Fin- and. These countries will pay for the
ood out of their own funds which
have been frozen in the countries not
under German domination. Altogether this amounts to more, than
h,

300,-000,00- 0.

Public opinion must be mobilized
behind . this committee in order to
persuade the British to allow the supply ships through the blockade one
a time. That is the function of the
group on the campus; and it is being
carried out by 7 means of petitions
which are circulating around the
campus. These petitions with your
signature will be forwarded --to the
National Committee on Food for the
Small Democracies and will demonstrate to them the amount of public
opinion in their favor.

expires in 1943."
Voted Against War
Norris was one ofthe few senators
who voted against American entry
into the World War in April 1917. He
led the fight in the House that finally
overthrew "Cannonism", secured enactment of the
act,
and sponsored the Muscle Shoals project. The twentieth amendment to the
Constitution which eliminates the
lame duck session of Congress and
changes the presidential inauguration
date from March 4 to Jan. 20 was
conceived by Norris and introduced-b- y
him.
anti-injuncti-

on

Although Senator Norris began his
political career as a Republican, he
broke with that .party to become an
Independent. In 1932 hi supported
Roosevelt for the presidency and
formed a committee to further this,
end. Since then he has generally favored the New Deal administration, but
has broken with it on several major
issues, such as the conscription act.
He- was a supporter of the recently
passed British Aid bill.
.. Named Outstanding Citizen
In January 1939 while reviewing
the previous year in chapel, President
Wishart named Senator Norris as the
outstanding useful public citizen of
the year. Mentioning his various accomplishments in the Senate, Dr.
Wishart said: 'This grizzled old
fighter, a liberal Republican, has stood
for every good cause and against
-

.

every bad one.
,
Wooster' commencement week ac
tivities begin Friday, June 13 and

continue through graduation exercise Monday at 10 a.m. Appro ximate- 195 senior will be candidates for
Neutrals Will Distribute
bachelor degrees, a number somewhat
Distribution and control of this ess than the record class
graduated
food will be placed in the hands of
ast year. Five honorary degrees will-neutral commission. This commission also be conferred.
will see to it that the food doe not
Alumni day has been set for Sat-fall into the hands of the dictators. A rday,
June 14. John Miller, alumni
system of ration cards will take care secretary has
announced that reunions
of this. However, if the commission are being planned for 17
classes. The
distributing the food finds that some organization's
annual banquet, at
f it falls into the hands of the dic which the newly elected
president will
tators, ajjvshipments will be stopped. be presented will be held
that night. '
Even if the commission's .supply of
.

L

food were to be seized by Germany,
it would not noticeably prolong the
: since the commission will have
only 140,000 to 160,000 tons of food
on hand at any one time. Thi is
(Continued on Pairs 4)
.

Forlnighlly Features
Mrs. Vance's Music
American music will be the central
theme of the meeting of the Fortnight
ly club to be held on Mar. 17. James
Bean as commentator heads the pro
gram which will include Mrs. Clarice
Paul Parmelee as guest artist. Mrs.
Parmelee will play several piano solos
of - her own selection from - the works
of the composer, MacDoweU.
Another special feature of the pro
gram will, be the singing of two song
writen by the late Mr. J. Milton
Vance. These numbers, "Spring Sons'
and "June", wilf be sung by Virginia
Witzler. Dr. Vance of the1 religion, de
partment will be the club's guest for
the evening.
The program will also include solos
by Barbara Hogg, Martha Milburn,
Doris Fetzer, Elizabeth Lorson, Donna
J ean Gault and Howar4.ShawK

,.

oiion Visits College;

Preaches on Sunday
j4iarrreton, PhD,
president of the Chicago Theological
seminary', will preach at Westminster
Sunday, Mar. 16. Dr. Cotton was grad
uated from Wooster in 1921 and was
professor of philosophy here until
1926. He received his D.D. at Woos
ter and his Ph.D. at Princeton.
Dr. Cotton was elected to. the Board
of Control of Princeton Theolosrical
seminary; and in 1926 he became pastor of Broad Street Presbyterian
church in Columbus. At present he

of

bero-thelBoarci-il-a-mem-

Trustees of Wooster College.
He became a well known speaker
on religious ideas in relation to our
modern life and was especially active
in the Emergency Peace campaign..
Dr. Cotton took a world cruise in connection with the Cook Lectureship of
the foreign board in 1931-3- 2 and pre- sented the Christian appeal in various
countries of the Orient,
Df. Cotton has been mentioned as
a possible sucessor to the presidency of
. the. college upon Pmzs-

.
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From Friday's list of affairs we turn to Sat'
urday. We see a blank but are not fooled.
The All'colleges seem to have a habit of being
absent from the date book but don't be too
surprised if next Saturday brings a dance
gym. ' For further information see Jim
Blackwood, if you can catch him.
in-t-

so

I'll see you

ms

(m

education,

CORNELL U.

j

-- CLAIM
TO BE TUB
FIRST TRULY
NON-SECTARI-

AN

UNIVEWITY
IN THE
WORLD?

HIS STUDIES. Hlf
LAST REGISTRATION WAS IN 1922

ID

,

n
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Two years ago this March, Student
Opinion Surveys of America conducted a nation-widpoll that for the
first time provided a complete picture,
of drinking habits and sentiment
among collegians. The survey has
been repeated, and besides producing
a new set of figures on this topic, the
study brings proof that the sampling
procedure used by Student Opinion
Surveys is of such stability that its
results may be interpreted" as an accurate barometer of college thought
from coast to coast.

1941

1939

eHevetudentsdonlt
drink too much
;

65

.

--

'

"

78

61
81

Six out of every ten believe that
college students do not drink too
much.

he

Nearly seven out of every ten men,
and nearly v five out of every ten"
admit they drink alcoholic
beverages.
.
co-ed- s,

Eight out of every ten are op
posed to the return of prfchibition.

3.

The

J Drinking, sectional returns show, is
heavier (more than 70 per cent) in
the New England and Middle Atlantic
states. In the West Central states only
half of the students say they drink.

"College Students Reason"
HARTFQRD, CONN.

(ACP)

College students today do not intend
to be carried off their feet by emotional appeals, as they say the last
eration

That

was.

president of Trinity college.
Dr.

Ogilby

that "mass

observes

fortunately,

is

charac-

hot

of today are seemingly somewhat tougher in their thinking
undergraduates

and ' certainly" less sentimental

that

by means of sampling it is possible for the Surveys to gauge what the

which would seem

total enrollment of nearly 1,500,000
thinks. Prohibition and drinking in
general are rather static questions on

young

which sentiment

Judging from the multitude pf articles and
pictures concerning warfare, the best selling
point about LIFE is death.

College Appointments

'

The

international situation at a glance.
Hitler is now talking Turkey with a . Dutch
uncle to Greece.
,
'
''

Lower Galpin
Kauke

7-8:- 30

:

"

4:30'6 Fifth section tea dance

.

8' 12
8:00

SATURDAY, MARCH
9:30-1- 1

-- -:m
;

1 1

8:00

.

Douglass
W.A.A. square dance
Gym
Colonial informal and
open house
Galpin,
Sixth section formal- -'
Babcock!
"Berkeley Square"
'
Scott Auditorium

8'11

;

The danger of the present crisis is that our
minds may become as unbalanced as our budget.

FRIDAY, MARCH 14
t:15-9:4- 5

The members of the W association, those
boys who fight for dear old Alma Mater,
should, be doing all they can tojiid Britain;
for, according to the WoosterDaily Record,
they have parallel aims. A headline last week
read:" "Britain and Greece Agree,;
Pledge
.

15

Mens Glee club

Kauke
Kauke

.

Women's chorus -

;

isnotexpected

to

in

a.

quiet

is Defeated."

Scott Auditorium
Galpin
Babcock
Kauke

TUESDAY, MARCH 18
4:30 Phi Beta Kappa tea .
4:30 Women's chorus
7'8:30 Men Glee dub
7:3(M0 Modern dance recitaj
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 19,

-

Galpin
Kauke
Kauke

"

"6:4y'7:30YrWrmeettnff
7:lf:30Symphony
"
.

'

Gym

.

I am treasuring the "bronze metal'1 I re
ceived Tuesday from that guy Afmitage; Be
cause in addition to sentimental value it has
material wotth. It must have cost him a pretty
penny.
Jim Allardice
'

Babcock
Kauke

"

'

...

It might be advisable for Vassar
to restrict herself to the yearly announcement of who's to carry the daisy
' chain.

onstrations" have been held to urge its
consideration."
1935 proved a banner year. Mr.
MacCracken spoke during the "Peace
Strike". A model senate was held with
one aim being the association of the
United States with the League of Na."....
tions.

Letter to . .
. . .

This was also the year of the struggle ' with Yale to get them to change
the date of the Junior Prom (netting
three "Times" write-ups- )
. Vassar won.
Fifteen girls helped picket the Werber
leather coat factory.

men definitely

-

Two Movements
1936

ushered

famine and plague,

in two movements:

'

--

'

'

'

By

BETTY MAC PHEB
'

'

QUESTION
DO YOU THINK
PROS
THE
THAT
AND CONS
OF CONTROVERSIAL SUB.
.'
JECT SHOULD BE DISCUSSBD
IN CHAPEL? '

More than 1500 students at the University of California have enrolled
in a course on American civilization. Because of the large number of students enrolled, a public address system had to be installed in an adjoining

.

Phyllis Bannan, Sr.: Most certainly.
Present chapel programs are dead
and have no stimulus to thought.
Chapel period should ' reflect the

Jrry

Stryker,

Jr.: Since having both

' dition

Richard Pomfrey, although blind, is a busy student at the University
of Cincinnati night school. In the daytime Richard works as a salesman
for the Cincinnati Association for the Blind. He has 2000 customers whose
names he keeps in braille.
Students at Presbyterian college, South Carolina, were beginning to
wonder when they noticed two professors and a score of students. .absorbed
in reading some Street and Smith "pulp" magazines. Everything was all
right, however, since the magazines were being used for story structure study
'
in a creative writing course.
'

for the present, I'd favor
solitary
even a
pro or con now and
"

then.

to think out their opinions clearly
and without feverish emotionalism.

.JwbjyardeVjsse,
Case School has been questioned by the United States government
on the advisability of continuing its full schedule during the summer
months. The plan, if carried out, would graduate the' class of 1942 in
February, thus turning out trained technicians half a year earlier for the
'

defense program.
'
'

'

-

North Carolina State college has broken two hitherto permanent traditions. First, a woman, Miss Gertrude Cox, has been named professor of
experimental statistics. Second, North Carolina State recently admitted , its
'
"
first Negro students.
Grounds and equipment worth more than $(500,000 have been acquired
in the last year by Washington and Jefferson college.

i

CP

Soph.: Yes, if
both sides of the question are given.
I think that it would be very inter-

esting to have a round table discussion of some of the current topics of
the day. This could be worked out
something like the Chicago Round
Table.
.

Reid Blocher, Sr.: Absolutely. Even
though in the sheltered life o f
Wooster it is impossible to come in
contact with these problems, nevertheless it is only fair "that we hear
about them and hear both sides.

But this is more than a humanitarissue. It is intensely practical.
Famine-induceplague is no respector
of boundaries. (It is for this reason,
if no other, that Germany will accept
the Hoover plan if American public
opinion forces its consideration.) And
.plague not only jumps boundaries; it
jumps channels and oceans. The
spread of the flu epidemic in the last
war showed just how uncontrollable
disease isMoreover weJiave immense-food
surpluses drugging the markets
of this hemisphere, which could be
purchased by the credits these conquered countries have in the United
States, and which could be transported
in their own ships which are now interned. Is it not paradoxical to think
that 37 million people are on the verge
of starvationwhile millions of farm-e- n
in North and South America are
being reduced to poverty because they '
can find no market for plentiful hard

ever was a time when we needed
reflectively to survey these issues it's
today. The best way I know to
stop hysteria is by forcing people

Ihave also been amazed that self
declared Christians can say "Let's
win the war first, no matter how long
it takes, and then feed them", apparently believing that this attitude
will assure the survival of democratic
tendencies in these people. 'Put yourself in their place. Have you ever gone
without food for even a single day?
Have you ever subsisted on a daily
diet of a few ounces of hard black
bread and a measly portion of tasteless stew? You don't' even need to take
a philosophy course to know that intense hunger renders meaningless what
we ordinarily consider the highest values of existence.
ian

.

Betty Dodds, Sr.: Certainly, if there

-

brush it aside without even stopping
to consider the carefully thought out
system of safeguards which make it :
possible to feed these people without
hindering Britain or helping Germany.
They even brush aside the fact that a
similar plan also fostered by Mr.
Hoover worked very successfully in
German occupied Belgium and north-er- n
France during World War I, even
when the blockade had put Germany
below the subsistence level,

--

pros and cons would undoubtedly
be too great a departure from tra-- ,

-

classroom.

I have been amazed

The - Veterans - of - Future - Wars and - -- at the manner in which the great ma- jority of the opponents of the plan

suspicious of

propaganda," he said.

the Editor

Dear Editor:
Since I have become interested in
the Hoover plan for feeding the 37
million inhabitants of the conquered
democracies who are facing imminent

problems of the day.

""-

'

Isn't it regrettable how much money
has been spent on peace conferences
-to no avail? Perhaps a ballad is in- order; "Oh where, oh where, has our
dear Vassar gone?" This could be
followed lip with a musical comedy on
the old British idea that "Every American is a potential sucker" (using historical incidents). Then could come
the benediction of isolation which is
what the Vassar girls 'will be believing as soon as the war is over because
"it's the thing to do."
--

Anything For Peace
In 1934 a World War tank which
had been a landmark on the campus
was removed. To quote the "Times":
."One faction, strongly opposed to
war, declared it was a fine thing
Peacehas become one' of the important issues at Vassar and several dem-

to indicate they
are trying to base their decisions upon
reason rather than emotion. I find our

Earl Winkelhausen, a freshman at Denison university has joined the
Royal Canadian Air Force. Winkelhausen left school at the end of the
first semester. He went to Windsor, Canada, where he passed his physical
1 .
exam and was admitted to the Air Force.
-

a-''--

"

--

,

Band

This weekend Kent State had the ignominy
of taking seventh place in what is commonly
known as the Big Six swimming meet.

--

7--

7-- 9

'

restrained manner

and

JTheyJvVilLFighU)nJJntiLRome'OberliriJis

"Berkeley Square"

MONDAY, MARCH 17
3: 30' 5 Modern dance
8
Epsilon Rho

Vas-sa- r,

than

.

Scott Auditorium

.

All Is Forgotten

the end of 1939, the forces
were at work. Seizing refugees with
degrees as they landed, no less than
six hadpent fortnights on the campus, and four or five more came in
the spring. Last September brought
the climax: 13 year old Christine
a distant relative of the founder
arrived from England for- - the duration of the war.

and the present
'
one, taken in identical manner, reveal-figu- res thers a quarter century ago."
that are almost parallel in every
Dr. Ogilby believes today's college
respect, giving new basis to the fact,, students are "loyal and patriotic, but

.

but

By

uncles and f a- -

de-mocrac- y..

THURSDAY, MARCH 13
3:30'5 Modern dance
Mens Glee club
8:00 "Berkeley Square"

"

to welcome them,

friend MacCracken came through. In
his speech he noted that peace remained "the most radical, the most
revolutionary idea in the world."

'

During September 1933, the Women's International League for Peace
conand . Freedom held a three-da- y
ference on the Poughkeepsie campus.
President MacCracken gave an ad
dress. Another speaker was Mary E.
Woolley, president of Mt. Holyoke,
year's Wooster commencement
speaker.

teristic of collegiate groups. Generally,'

their older brothers,

1939 survey

refused

sie

gen-

is the conclusion

of the Rev. Dr. Remsen B. Ogilby,

thinking,

i

This meeting was in 1938, and by
that time the organization was admittedly pink. The mayor of Poughkeep-

last

Admit they drink- (both men and women) 60
Opposed to prohibition

61

,

e

, In summary, these were the results
of the survey, taken through the cooperation of the college press including the Wooster Voice.

ganize peaceL One questionunder
discussion was, "Have nations any
obligation to cooperate, in maintaining peace even if their immediate interests are not threatened?"

honor.

shows :w

.

l.

''''(

On Dec. 7 of that year, Vassar
received, the Fidac medal for "outstanding service in promotion of international goodwill." It was the first
woman's college ever to have that

vary considerably for long periods of
time, and that is what this comparison

Although college students are as a
whole not teetotalers and a majority
may be classed as liberals on the question of drinking, there exists today on
he campuses --of Ameriea-a-go- od
amount of conservatism regarding
'
"
liquor. '

'

youth's

Pollyanna attitude."'

Survey Says College Students Act
Conservatively Regarding Drinking

-

The time has come to stop
there.

an interlude

RETURNED

Still another group of Woosterites h a s
signed for Friday the 14th. Colonial club is
giving a carnival from 3 to 1 1 p.m. Dancing
will be held in the big tent, commonly known
as Galpin, while the side shows and refresh'
ment booths will be in Colonial club. Evelyn
Baker, house prexy, and Virginia Wise seem
to be the ones to turn to for information, but
personally I'd go to Faith Whitney, the lass
in charge of food. She says the circus theme
will be( carried out in the eats. Does that mean
pink lemonade and cotton candy?

--

is

velt, gave the Vassar commencement
address. In it he said: "We are faced
wuh the problems of planning for the
'future and preventing the recurrence
of these same conditions. We must
do our own personal study, arrive at
(our own opinions. We must meet the
present problems not merely by saying
'Isn't it terrible!' or by adopting a

BucKSHorr

at which Time, he aoquetced id hi
fathers wishej and entered busineif
but on hu fathert death h5

--

Newspapers, to our knowledge, are not to
dictate die thinking and writing of their col'
umnists. And we, for one, have no desire to
take from them the democratic principles which
we hope are still theirs. This practice is il'
lustrated in newspapers using syndicated col'
umns, with writers often opposing one an'
other.
Perhaps the isolationist does not reflect stU'
dent opinion but it mayreflejthabof a strong
minority. Otherwise, the student body has every
right to express its adverse views through let'
ters to the editor. From this then we must
conclude that opposing opinion is not strong
enough to affect an outcry or that the stU'
dent just isn't interested. In this case it is our
privilege to awake in him the desire to sanction
or oppose?
Is it fair, if the majority of faculty and ad'
ministration are opposed to the isolationist
stand, that we accept that; as an indication of
student, thought? Because a group, majority
or minority, of Smith, Vassar, and Hamilton
students think in one way, is it necessary that
Wooster students think likewise?
We do not want to go to war! If war tri'
umphs, "we believe that we, and our future
children, will spend our lives in a world of
groaning armaments, enormous taxes and un
leashed hate, a world in which every weapon
of propaganda and economic pressure will be
used in an attempt to rob us of our American
way of Hfe."
....
Can we hohestly feel that we should go on
creating hatred and death? For an everlasting
peace someone must lay down his arms. Are
we too selfish to sacrifice for the world as a
whole? Are we afraid to cherish our'ideals or
shall we sink into an oblivion of barbarism?
Do we actually believe that Nazism can kill the
traditions of a country which has known noth'
ing but democracy? If so, it .is a weak
Or, shall we go' on fostering dictator'
ohips as we did after' the last war?
We can hope for a just peace but would it
be even so, if we dictated it? Let's help them
humanely and not with .destruction. Feed
them, clothe them but do not kill them or help
'
to kill them.

The second movement (American,
Congress) granted Vassar a
charter' early in 1936. By the end of
1937 President MacCracken had extended them an invitation to hold
their second meeting at Vassar, This
meeting was "to prevent war and or- -.
Youth

In 1931, the Governor of New
York, a man by the name of Roose-

-

ATTCNPED

7:15 to 9:45 p.m. a guitar, a violin, and a

Are We Unfair to Opinion

120 colleges joined, including Rutgers
with the "Association of Future War
Propagandists," and Rensselaer Polytechnic's "Profiteers of Future Wars."

Since September this column has
used almost 300 inches of .the Voice
trying to refute such arguments. This
specific answer will concern only Vas
sar in the last ten years.

II

playightJnJ:hernemridayJrom

caller will lead a square dance for all who
- wish to come, with or without- - dates... Dottie
Booher, chief of play night, revealed that the
dance will be free so why npt take advantage
of it and be on hand?

that this

'I

Upon hearing of the fjrst, Vassar
immediately added the "Association
of Gold Star Mothers of the Veterans
of Future Wars." Within ten days

The need for America to give full
support to the forces fighting Nazism.
' The fact that, if these forces win,
pur generation will spend its life span
roaning under Nazi domination.

In Answer

The Women's Athletic Association, or W.
A. A. for short, is giving a special kind of
--

j

jf&

fie assertion

spring; as certainly, as the birds, so we're glad
to see them come.

STAFF

MAKE-U- P

y

week
source material.
in a faculty member's letter appeared
a quotation of tome Smith, Vassar,
and Hamilton students concerning:

battle.

The first of the spring section formals makes
its appearance on Friday night as SIXTH SEC'
TION takes over Babcock from 8 to ,12. It
seems that spring suggests romance to the dec
oration committee Art Griffin, Carl Albaugh,
Roger Beck, so the theme will be an outdoor
dance pavilion. ..The section men and their
dates will dance under the artificial stars to
Larry Grayson, the number one gentleman of
swing at Wooster. The section dances herald

Jean Carroll
FEATURE EDITOR
Bob Rickaecker, Betty Dodda, Bob Laubach, Jim Allardice,
Bill Hail, Bob Edwards, Jean Smelts.

in-teresti- ng

Last- -

,

1

spring clothes, decorations will be in view of
the beautiful springtime and the section will
serve spring refreshments a kind of back to
nature affair.

Bob Wilder
Gene Murdock, Bob Laubach. Ralph Crider, Beth Duffield,
EDITOR-

-

the American Student union (which
holds the American Youth Congress
meetings).

RICKSECKER

The New York Timet u indeed

.

Jk

,

Fri-da- y

AnocUte Editor

,

MANAGING

flTY STUDENTS
0WS
IN 18797

of Mar. 4.

week-en- d

Criticizes Vassar Student Opinion

For Kowtowing to National FashiqiL

P

ORlGtMATED
BV AW GILL UNIVER-

Kappa Theta Gamma has gone dramatic,
they say. and is presenting Berkeley square
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights in Scott
auditorium. The picture of Pete Gruber and
Beth Boyer in the Plain Dealer gave advance
. notice of the love element in, this production.
Time takes a beating for the duration of :the
play and the seventeenth and twentieth cen'
tunes get lintermingled.Rumor has it that
Marilyn Johnson deserves a hand for a good
piece of character acting.
FIFTH SECTION leads the parade of par-- ,
ties for the weekend with a tea dance on
afternoon from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. T'was
revealed to me by Dick Crandell that spring
will be the theme. Everyone is to come in

p
Mo.
13. Kauta fUL TtbphoM 896-Colli
Prindnt Co WoeMc. Ohio.

SabKlipboa
Offi--

come to the

tun nuncnco

Aims

ACP

. .'

a m,

- lected by the social cohmin. last week. Now we

......

.

By BOB

the penny All'college dance which was neg

National Advertising Service, Inc.

.

M

XV IV

The Mardi Gras held full sway last Friday
night as approximately one hundred and fifty
girls and their" escorts danced until the clock
struck twelve. The Hoover girls, it seems, for'
got their Cinderella pledge and stayed out past
the midnight hour result, about twenty are
on S. P. Saturday night passed enjoyably with

G!ie6ia!eDi6est
MmMHTn ren national

I

By-Jean;Smf-

.

Diuributor of

.

CAMPUS CAMERA

;
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Thursday, March 13, 1941
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vests.
.

,

Elizabeth Duffield
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Mermen Take Third Behind Kenyon, Oberlin in Big Six

";
"

-- Ss

ce

squad, received honorable

All-Ohio-

v

k

I

team. This array inAlthough the Scott abdicated the
cludes Hole,' Gernert, and Grenert;
Conference crown this year,' it is inJoachim and Baughman of Mount
teresting to note that our players rank
Union; and Everett of Muskingum.
high with the state's sport writer's.
Karl Kate, junior member of the

:

JM

;
'."f

r

By JIM CAKHELL

Pudge Hole and Dick Gernert were
basawarded places on the
"
ketball squad released by INS. Since
it is almost impossible to select a top
five,. INS picks a squad of ten thus
enabling a fairer sampling. Besides
Pudge Hole and Dick, those honored
o
include Frank Baum-holton the
Ohio University-scorinstar;
Jack Duncan, flash o f little Rio
Grande; Bob Gerber, Bart Quinn, and
Marshall Carlson of classy Toledo;
Leo Mogus of Youngstown; Carl Ott
of Ohio University; and- - Joachim of

---
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Drill

Thursday and Friday afternoons at
four, equipment will be issued to all
aspirants. Practice will last until spring
vacation, the time devoted after that
depending on the weather conditions.
After last year's experience, Coach
Bringing their 1941 season to a
Swigart is promising his men that he
close, the swimming team looks back
will wait till the frost is out of the
on a successful year. The Scots, under
ground on the practice field.
the tutelage of Coach Munson won
Present plans do not include a game seven meets, lost three and grabbed
in the spring, but there is a possi the show position in the Ohio Conference meet last Saturday at Oberlin.
bility of this being included if there
The Wooster tank team piled up 422.3
is enough interest shown. A good por
points for the schedule as compared to
tion of the time will be devoted to their opponent 343.
group work, both for linemen and
The lettermen have elected Bob
backs.
Dunlap to fulfill the captaincy next
Coach Bill Schroeder's spring work year succeeding Howard Greene.
Coach Munson is issuing letters to
will consist of aiding with the grid- eight swimmers, including four-firmen till they finish, then taking over year men, two second year
men, and
an assistant job to Coach Munson with two seniors. Those who .earned their
'
first awards are: ban Miles, Bob
the runners.
Steiner, Arch Duncan, and Bob
Those winning their second emSuits and Overcoats..
-- 59c
blems are Russ Westbrook and Bob
Dunlap. Howard Greene and Warner
Morse were recipients of their third
W.
Phone 812
1 to 3 passengers
Captain Greene led his teammates in
garnering points this year wthh 77
followed closely by Dan Miles with
WATCHBS
73,3-6- ,
Duncan 54
Dunlap 42
DIAMONDS
JBWBLRY
Westbrook 33
Steiner

Curtain Falls On
1941 Tank Season

st

5--

2--

11-1-

LAHM

221

E. LIBERTY ST;

Delicious Italian Spaghetti

on Sunday Night at the

The SHACK
Wooster Theatre
FRIDAY-SATURDA-

2--

3,

M

ni

:

yard backstroke.
Both of the relay teams gained places
in the finals with the 300 yard medley
relay team composed of Duncan, Dunlap and Lessing taking a third. The
400 yard free style team came in
fourth in the finals of their event. The
tanksters who made up this team were
Steiner,
Lessing, Westbrook
and
Green.

;

The team scoring was as follows:
Kenyon 72, Oberlin 53,
Wooster
182,' Case 12, Kent State 6, Witten- berg 6, and Bowling Green 4.

15-1-

18-1-

ut

minutes of play followed by a
looper from Moir two minutes later
to tie the score. Third forged ahead
as Gruber ripped in a double-deckand Mumaw tipped in a stray foul
shot. On the short end of a 2 count,
Seventh called time out. Narten, lanky
VII center, came out of the rest period
to swish a clean
from the
side. Vigrass (III) bounced right back
to register from beyond the foul cir
cle, but on the return trip Totten
(VII) whipped in a Sproull special
and Moir potted one from the field
to knot the score
with two min
utes to go before intermission. Totten
was good on his foul attempt and
KENARDEN
Seventh held a 8 lead at the half-wa- y
Vigrass, If
mark.
Cook, rf .
Abandon Defenses
6--

two-point-

er

.

There were no upsets, as Kenyon
and Oberlin had been expected to
dominate the meet. Six records were
broken, five by the Lords and one by
the home squad. Cook and Tanner
III 15
?
led
Kenyon
again
their
l
team to VicWestbrook failed to place in the tory while the Richards brothers and
0
0
Gruber, c
Captain Art Cecil again were the
0.
Temporarily abandoning their de- Mumaw, 4g
shining light for the Yoemen.
0
fenses, both teams returned to the
Meese, rg
1
0
- - The Scots were very successful in
Referees, Sproull and Gernert.
winning seven out of ten dual meets,
8-- 8

.

9--

--

.

1

;
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By

lesingtwicejQKenyonancLcneelQ

Joe

- - -

Ovations for the basketball honors
of the 1941 season are to be heard
during the nex? week-enin Madison
Square Gardens. Rhode Island State,
Seaton Hall, University of Virginia,
Long Island University, C. C. N. Y.,
Duquesne, Westminster, and Ohio
University are the eight teams that
have been invited to Metropolitan
tournament in New York. Since one
team for Ohio was slated to receive a
bid, Wooster, had they handed defeat to Muskingum, would have been
the logical team to receive that bid . .
d

.

6

'

3,

Katie

Helbig,

Ruthmary Woolf,
Nornie Dunlap.

!U

...

Betty Hewitt,
Wilson; and

and everyone is invited to get a gang
together and come over to the gym.

VOICE
ADVERTISERS

Oberlin, so that theScot tanksters were
really the class oT"schobls our size
except for " the two teams" that any
swimming coach would give his right
arm to have." Coach' Munson always
has to work with a small number of
hopefuls and his work with those few
has always given Wooster a team of
which all the school can be proud.
With only two seniors on this year's
team, prospects look better than ever
for next winter's meets.

About the 1940-4swimming season, Munse says, "I want to thank the
team for their faithful attendance of
practice and their desire to win. I also
want to thank the student body for its
fine cooperation, overflow attendance
at each home meet, and the spirit
shown throughout th last season. It
was gratifying loth to me and the
team and we can look forward to having equal success in the years to come."
1

--

Eighteen Quintets
S ee k Intramural
Basketball Crown

Intramural Selection
1.

Totten (Seventh)

2.

Remigo (First)

19-1-

2.

With the Associated Press 1941 All
Ohio Conference just being published,
the first team is dominated by the se
lection of the Big Three Hole, Gernert, and Grenert. These men were
voted to first team positions by the
loop's coaches, officials, and sports
writers. The actual winning of the
league title didn't bear much weight as
h
positions were given to our
two forwards and center.'
Hole and Gernert were the only re
peaters from last year in this poll
while Gernert moved up from last
year's second team. George Keel of
Ohio Northern and Charlie Joachim
of Mount Union were selected to

day, Mar. 11, teams were being eliminated to determine the two finalists.
After this was done, the two survivors
were Kenarden III and Kenarden VII.
Third opened its, quest by defeating Douglass VI,
led by Jim
Mumaw's 10 points. Following up
this win, the Third team overwhelmed
the Scrubs, 43-2- 6
as Peter Gruber
found the hoop for 16. In an excit
round out the All-Ststarting five.
game, Third again
ing semi-fina- l,
Joachim is the only junior.
emerged victorious by ekeing out
County 25-2Bill Vigrass showed the
way 'with 11 markers.

Staff Places Tea On
1941111 Intramural
--

L e a g u e Selections

33-2-

4,

ar

VII Drops Scotties
Kenarden VII followed its victory
over the Scotties with a. smashing 40- 19 win over Douglass VII. Perry NaT-teand Jim Campbell shared honors
with 10 points apiece. In the upper
.

TAKE

n'

IP i

..

.

bracket semi-finaKenarden VII defeated the Sluggers,
5
in spite of
Chuck McCIarran's-1- 6
points. Bob
Wilkinson, Al Moir, and Paul Totten
had 10, 8 and 7 respectively for the
winners,.
First Round
Inky 13, Friars 9
Scrubs 17, Kappa Komets 14
l,

31-2-

Climaxing another successful intra
mural basketball season, 'it migfy seem
that we are attempting too much and
sticking our necks out for some serious
criticism; but here is an attempt to
chose and all intramural team.

Mumaw (Third)
(Seventh
Wilkinson
4.
5. Wagoner (First)
6. Lehman (Fifth)
7. - Moir (Seventh)
8. Jenings (Sluggers)
9. Ditch' (Scotties)
3.

--

1

7,..

Since it would be doubly as diffi
Second Round
cult to chose only five men, the
Kenarden VII 19,, Scotties 12
chosen team will be composed of ten
Sluggers 15, Kenarden V 14
men. These men have been chosen on Douglass
V 25, Douglass IV 20
the- - following-- basis: Rank- - of team
Douglass VII 37, Douglass II 17
from which they were chosen,
all
Kenarden 1 24, Kenarden II 13
around playing of individual player bounty
28, Kenarden VI 14
both offensive and defensive, total
fxenarden 1U 33, Douglass VI 24
'
amount of points scored.
Scrubs 43, Inky 11
Just a little about the first five men
Third Round
chosen on this team. Paul Totten came Sluggers 31, Douglass V 12
through the season on the long end of Kenarden VII 40, Douglass VII 19
the scoring list. He was high score County 27, Kenarden 22
I
for the league. The best offensive Kenarden III 43, Scrubs 26
player to hit the floor this year was
Semi-Fi- n
als
in the person of Dam Remigio. Dan's
Kenarden Vll 31, Sluggers 25
work greatly rtelped First Section in
Kenarden III 25, County 24
the early part of the season. Most aggressive playing honor can .,well be
awarded to Jim Mumaw of Third. Bob
Wilkinson deserves the honor for his
fine floor work through the season.
Walt Wagoner takes the prize for the
d
set shots that were his
IN ALL THE
speciality.
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ALL SHADES

James Cagney
.

EXCLUSIVE

WITH

Olivia DeHavilland in

COMING
"TOBACCO ROAD"

SySr

Made of mercerized cotton "durene" yarn, with
Lastex tops, Choose red, blue, yellow, white or
salmon rose -

KC

I

aste its
Quality

$239

HICK AIISTED

The ANNAT Co.

SMART NEW LINE OF

HANDKERCHIEFS and SPORT JEWELRY

M. OTSTeil Shop
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.

Coca-Col- a

Bottling Co,
Wooster, Ohio
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NEW SPRING

DURENE ANKLETS

"STRAWBERRY BLONDE"

2

4-

Something New Atoot!

Y

6

Honors

All-Leag- ue

ON THE SCREEN

SUNDAY-MONDA-

2

A.P. Voles 'Big Three' "

With the close 'of another basketball
season, the intramural tournament got
under way on Friday, Feb. 21, with
Kenarden VII defeating the Scotties,
From this afternoon until Tues

10. Vigrass (Third)- -

"DEVIL BAT"

5

0

J

.

PATRONIZE

and Fabrics

,

g.

Style,

Tailoring

-

floor with a hot exhibition of offense.
Mumaw dreamed bi irStixhg pivot
shot to give Third a one point nod
but Totten retaliated with two points
from under the bucket. Mumaw again
potted a clean shot from half way to
switch the lead. Moir feinted on the
side to bang in a double-decke- r,
but
Meese put Seventh on the short end "
with a beautiful shot. "Axel" Moir
ended the flurry by netting a clean
bucket from behind the foul circle
to give Seventh a
advantage.
4
Bob Wilkinson dropped a cool two
points from half-wa- y
followed by Vi
grass" charity tots, and Totten
clinched the tide as he dropped in
foul shot for the final marker, 5
Both teams, cool and deliberate thu-oexhibited superb pass work to say
nothing of strong defenses. Don Buchanan hounded the balls off Third
backboard' a s teammate Wilkinson
supervised a smooth floor game. Jim
Mumaw was the aggressive light for
the losers, These squads should come
back next year stronger than ever
since they drop one senior apiece.
Bob Wilkinson will graduate from
the ranks of the Kapas while III will
have to replace Mumaw.
KENARDEN VII 18
'
Moir, If.
4- 0
8
Wilkinson, rf
1.,
0 , 2
1
Narten, c
0
2
Totten, lg
2
2
6
Buchanan, rg
0
0
0 '

--

W.A A. is' sponsoring k square
dance in the gym on Friday, Mtr. 14,

CLOTHES

Vigrass, Moir Score
Vigrass tallied the first bucket after

freestyle and a fifthJnjhe 220. The finals of the 50 while Dunlap failed
other individual place went to Arch to qualify in his specialty, the 150
Duncan with a fifth place in the 150 yard breast stroke.

Trouble with the Dodgers' "baby".
spring recital of the Modern Dance Vanlingle Mungo got a little tipsy and.
group under the direction of Miss irritated his manager with his rafty
actions. Manager MacPhail claims he
Geneva Jacobs. The program starts at
has "babied" Mungo long enough, so
7:30 and is divided into two parts, MacPhail promptly sent Mungo back
with the Modern Dance group pre- to the home base in Florida . . .
senting the first part, and Miss Helen
One sport helpful for another.' At

Stark,
rmt

J.

.

Tuesday, Mar. 18Wthe date of the

Ghost Show

llDrL-Silki-

,

...

Top
MIDNIGHT SHOW 11:30
ON OUR STAGE

Modern Dance Group

down battle which was played before
a large gallery in Severance gym yesterday afternoon III and VII played
on even terms until VII garnered a
small lead mid-wain the secorfd half
"
and never relinquished it.

er

:

:

1
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Feaiure Recital Of
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two

;
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SATURDAY,

S

;

2.

"Scattergood,,.Baine8"
WithGuVKibbee

With Thomas Mitchell

-

.

1-1-

Two Fine Shows

"Flight From Destiny"

Young Danseuse To

t, y

2,

pi immw

Y

Captain Howard Greene led his team
with a fourth place in the 100 yard
free style and a tie for fourth in the
50. Dan Miles also placed in two
events, garnering a third in the 440

l

Allure giving the second half of the least according to Paul Derringer,
Cincinnati Reds' mound ace, who
program.
states that golf, played regularly, will
Miss Alkire is a rising young dancer,
add five years to a ball players career.
a former pupil of Miss Jacobs at Ohio
Connie Mack's son, Earle, is the
State. She has studied at Bennington
only baseball man designated on a
under Mr. Holme, last year taught at major league roster as "assistant manSweetbriar, and this year is teaching ager" . . . That officially entitles
at Ohio State, Miss Alkire will pre him, in the case of the athletics, to
half the blame . . . '
sent a half hour program as the sec
Priddy and Rizzuto, the new second
ond half of the recital.
base combination for the coming
There will be six members included
31, Morse
Yanks, have all the experts , talking
28, and Lessing 27
in the first part of the recital which .
. even
"silent" Joe; McCarthy
The natators are looking forward will be, presented by the Modern Dance makes rather encouraging remarks . .
to another successful season in '42. Al- group. Margie Ellis will have a solo
Closing out the current ice hockey
though the Scots lose Stan Good and number, and Annarie Peters and Kay season comes the bitter and well conHoward Greene by graduation,, fresh- Bigger will offer
a Russian folk dance tested fight for the Stanley cup. The
man prospects look hopeful. Outstandaddition to these numbers the en- top six teams contesting for this cup
ing among these aspirants are: Dave In
are the Bruins, Maple Leafs, CanadNeely, 50 and 100 yard free styler; tire group will . present a Greeting ians, Black Hawks, Rangers and the
Ed Morris, distance man; Bill Roeder, Dance, a Chain' Gang number, a Red Wings. The only other team in
backstroker;
Napp and Stalker, waltz, and a Mardi Gras dance. Those the league, the Americans, had been
breast-strok- e
men; and diver, Bill taking
part in the recital include eliminated early in the season. Seven
Koran. Coach Bill Schroeder was in
Margie Ellis, Annarie Peters, Kay teams in the league with six to place
charge of freshman swimming.
six place team could sneak in and
Bigger, Bunny Leach, Connie Clark,
take the cup
Gloria Parker, Jane Menold, Martha
Les-sin-

GEO. H.

eighty

y

mfr

Gridmen Don Suits

CITY TAXI

L

of ten in the
regular season, Kenarden VII stormed
through the Intramural Basketball
Tournament to top a tough Kenarden
III outfit; 5 to gain the coveted
crown. In an up and

.

18-1-
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Nig Murray, sports editor of the
Daily Record, received an irksome let'
ter the other day from an Ashland
fan who registered a complaint about
Wooster's basketball schedule. It riled
Nig and us, too, when the facts were
boiled down. The gist of the correspondence is that Wooster is accused
of booking their toughest opponents
for the home floor where the Scot defense is practically impregnable and
Mount Union. .
leaving the easier frays for foreign
Big Red Grenert, who resorted to courts.
Pictured, left to right: Arch Duncan,
sparkling defense w o r k this year,
Mr.r Murray had a snappy come- Bob Lessing, Dan Miles, and Bob
pulled down an honorable mention back and we thought it was worth
Steiner.
position. Another who reecived the passing on to you. Nig pointed out
same rating as Frank and appeared that "the strong teams Wooster played
on our floor was Jack Buttermore of at home this year, were the same
By AL MOIR
Ohio Wesleyan.
schools we played away last year and
In the annual Big Six swimming
o
will be playing away next year. There
In conjunction with the
meet held at Oberlin last. Friday and
selections, the same syndicate chose an is no attempt to juggle these games. Saturday,
the Scot, tanksters finished
The Ashlander also accuses us of in third place behind the super Kenmaking a "slip" when we booked the yon .and Oberlin teams. The meet was
last game with so powerful a team as the best ever held, and conducted in
Muskingum an don-th- e
Muskie floor such a manner as to set a precedent
to boot. To this Nig replied "For at for future meets.
least a half dozen years it has been
The Wooster tanksters did very well
the agreement of Muskingum and in the Oberlin pool, again being
at a
Wooster to close their season with the disadvantage due
to the longer pool.
Weather permitting, potential foot- annual game. Had Wooster wished, The squad has run into this, trouble
all they would have had to do was of- on every
meet away from home for
ballers will start their outside work
fer some "thin" excuse and the game the longer pools of other schools cut
Monday77according-toCuaclr
Johnny woul- d- haVeeenhanged7This7was
down the number of turns and make
Swigart. All freshmen and varsity men not done." We back Mr. Murray to
it tougher to get a good time. Our
J
n6t competing in some spring sport the hilt.
pool is 50 feet long while those of the
are urged to be out.
other schools are 75 feet in length.
All-Ohi-
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Insiilulions Offer Senior Volunteers Whiting Williams
Army Service
Scholarships And Fbr
Speaks in Forum
Landes, a senior, has waived
Jobs to Seniors allGeorge
Mr. Whiting Williams of the
deferment and volunteered for

Staff Meets on Saturday
:--

:

!

An important meeting of the entire Voice news staff will be held Sat
urday, MajlV4Q:30 a.m. Urge

draft duty at the Woosterselective
headquarters. George is the
service
department tries to place all students
College student to volunteer and
first
in congenial positions.
will leave within a month if he is ac
musf be recommended
--

(CoMtewd tram Ttm 1)

w Candidates

the president, dean, or principal
of her school or college and must fill
out an application blank which will be
by

will be inter-viewcommittee,
scholarship
by the
the basis
made
will
be
on
and awards
charinterest,
personality,
aptitude,
of
attitudes,
rather
general
and
acter,
than upon grades and financial need
j .1'
alone.
One-haof the totaK value of. the
cooperative scholarshipyaward is repayable,, without -- interest, within two
years after the completion of the
course so that this fund may be made
, available
to other young 'women in
future years.
Scholarships for the two year courses
may be renewed at the end of the
first year, if the student's work, need,
and attitude justify further assistance.
The Amos Tuck school of Business
Administration founded at Dartmouth
College will give financial aid in the
form of scholarship grants, loans and
employment opportunities to qualified
students.
Universities Announce Scholarships
The American University, Washington, D. C, School of Social Science
and Public Affairs wilL grant fellowships providing
graduate tuition,
equivalent to approximately 300, and
cash stipends of 100.- - These scholarships comprise tuition grants ranging
from 150 to 200 in value.
Indiana university, Bloomington,
Ind. is awarding 'graduate assistant-ship- s
in business and Economics;
tipends of from 300 to 600.
Northwestern university, Chicago,
III. has graduate service scholarships
in retailing and advertising.
' The Presbyterian Theological seminary, Chicago, 111. will award four
scholarships of 300 each to members
of the incoming junior class on the
- basis
of competitive examinations. Springfield college, Springfield,
Mass. is offering graduate assistant-ship- s
of 300, 600 (half time), 150
to 300 (quarter time) in health and
physical education, group work education, teacher education, recreation.
There are also graduate teaching fellowships from 600 to 1,200 a year.
Representatives Will Interview
The companies sending representatives to Wooster to interview prospective students are: on Tuesday, Mar,
18 at 3:30 p.m., Mr. C. H. Dohefry,
Jr., manager, E. I. Du Pont De'
and Co. will interview chemistry' seniors.
On Monday, Mar. 24 (tentative)
Mrs. W. J. Henderson, supervisor of
training for The Warner and Swasey
Co. will talk to seniors in the physics
room on the topic: Defense Training7
in Manufacturing.
.
On Tuesday, Mar. 25 at 3:30 p.m.,
Mr. W. S. Dowman of the Sales and
office personnel, Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. will hold interviews in the
Galpin Administration building.
On Thursday, May 1 at 10 a.m.,
there will be an education conference
. for prospective teachers in the Galpin
Administration Building.
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Ne-Mou- rs

lic Relations council of Cleveland will
speak at the Sunday Evening Forum
Mar. 16 at 7 p.m. Mr. Williams will
speak as a representative of the
Na-JflCZmmit-

cepted by the"Trieaivu-aminer' George has spent the past three and
a half years of college at Davidson
and Wooster,, .coming to Wooster in
1939.
He is majoring m mathematics and is especially interested in
radio and aeronautical engineering.
He was born in Cuyaba, state of
Matto Grosso, Brazil where his parents are .missionaries. At Wooster he
is a member of Livingstone lodge.

tee

he

on-i-

.

Small Democracies. ,
forum this week
. Sunday evening
will take the form of a community
meeting with many of the town people
present. Following Mr. William's talk
there will be a forum discussion. Mr.
Williams will answer all questions concerning the Hoover committee's attempt to get food, to the 37,000,000
starving people in Belgium, Holland,
Denmark, Norway and Finland.
Present plans of the Hoover committee call for keeping only a small
supply of food on hand at any one
time in any of the small democracies.
Hence . if Germany . .should, jeisa the
food, it would not materially affect the
(Continued from Page 1)
outcome of the war. The purpose of
only a three day food supply for the the Hoover committee is to persuade
German people.
Germany and England" to allow them
Food will be carried to the de- to distribute food to these small democracies by neutral ships passing mocracies. This will be done by a neu
through the blockade one ship at a tral commission. .
time. The food will come from the
United States, South America, Russia
or wherever it can be obtained.
England Gave Millions
Belgium is to.be the proving ground
for-thi- s
plan which is very similar to
the one used in the last World War.
Kappa Mu Epsilon has accepted the
If everything goes well in Belgium, Mathematics club of the College of
the plan will be extended to the other Wooster
as a local chapter of the nademocracies. England opposed uch a
tional society, Prof. Newsom, national
plan during the last war; but once president, informed the
Wooster mathunder way it worked so well that ematics department Monday,
Mar. 10.
the British people gave over 100,- E. R. Sleight, from Albion college,
000,000!
Albion, Mich., will come to Wooster
Persons interested in preventing the
to lead the formal induction of the
danger of starvation in Europe this
Wooster students and instructors who
spring have talked before Mrs. Sharp's
are to be admitted. The date for the
forumr World Fellowship and --YW; initiation willbeeterminedbyDr7
C. A. Sunday,, Mar. 16 others will
Loyal F. Ollmann and Mr.' Sleight,
speak at Freshman forum and it is
and will probably be immediately beplanned to present an outside speakfore or after the spring vacation.
er at Sunday Evening forum. At each
Members of the Mathematics club
of these meetings and through interwho signed the petition for admission
ested persons in the various sections
into Kappa Mu Epsilon are, asked to
everyone will have an opportunity to
come to the mathematics office and
sign one of the petitions.
:
sign their names as they would like to
have them printed on the charter.
Dr. William
speaker at the next meeting of the
Mathematics club, and the constitutional committee will present the points
to be considered by the Wooster chap-- ,
ter in the drawing up of their constiSunday, Mar. 16, the Women's
tution.
Chorus of Wooster will give a con
cert in the Presbyterian church at
Rittman at 4:30 p.m. under the direction of Miss Eve Roine Richmond.
The first group will consist of "In
vocation of Orpheus" from "Euridice"
by Peri, "Ask If Yon Damask Rose"
Rabbi Herman Hailperin, leader of
by Handel, "May Night" by Palm-gren- ,
the Tree of Life congregation of PittsWater-Fayby Park
and "The
"
burgh, will speak in chapel Thursday,
er with Elizabeth Lorson as soloist.
Mar".-20- .
He is sent
Jewish
Following this, Mary Balloon will
Chautauqua
society, which is sending
play a piano solo, "Scherzo in B
- L-- speakers to many American colleges
minor" by Chopin.- -c
The chorus will continue with "The inan effort to combat the
Highwayman" by Deems Taylor. How feeling which is appearing even here
ard Shaw will do the solo work in in the United States, and to promote
understanding and good-wibetween
this.
Jews
and Christians. The society beRuth Ihrig will play "Romanza". a
violin solo, by Wieniawski and Vir- lieves that America's greatest weakness
ginia Witzler will sing "Una Voce lies in her lack of complete unity and
Poco Fa" from the "Barber of Se friendship among her. many. peoples
and by its endeavors, hopes to help
ville" by Rossini.
The last group of the concert will in the achievement of a perfect na
tion, indivisible, with liberty and jus
begin with "St. John's Ei$e" by
e
with Martha Milburn as solo- tice for all.
ist. Following this are "The Lone Dav
Closes" by Sullivan, "La Danza" (Tar-W.
Faculty Member
antella Napoletana) by Rossini, and
Italian Street Song" fromNauchtv Will Speak on Catholieism
Marietta" by Herbert. Virginia Witz
ler will sing the solos in this last
Miss Anne Rodgers of the Wooster
number.
high school faculty will speak at
The accompanists are Marv Balloon Sophomore forum on Sunday, Mar.
on the piano and June Whitmer on 16 on the topic "Catholicism."
r
the organ.
Dr. Yoder of the Mennonite church
spoke Mar. 9 on "Worship and customs of the Mennonite church." His
WILLOW
talk began with an outline of the
growth of the Mennonite belief and
how it finaJy reached the United
MILK SHAKES
10c
States. He emphasized what an effeat
Next to Wayne County Bank
the persecution of the Mennonite in
Europe had on their viewpoint to
day.
President William Barr introduced
the speaker and presided over the
meeting.
'

'

Smucker Directs
Food RelieLPlan

E. Sleight Inducts

Mathematics Club

F.-Kieffer-wil-

Uethe

Chorus Will Sing
In Rittman Church

Society Sends Rabbi

To Speak in Chapel
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German Club
At a meeting of the German club
to be held Monday, Mar. 1?, in Scott
auditorium at 7 p.m;, a spelline bee
will be held. The German band will
furnish entertainment throughout the
program.
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Baldersion'sPlay Big Four Budget Color Day Heads
OnensToniahi in Requires Pledges Cgnfecalurfl.ay4
Alexander Tovey
T
Committees for the Color Day
in chapel to ask
Scoit Auditorium Drysdale stood up speaker,
eant
meet in Babcock lounge
about the
Harry Flory, the
icir-atvm-
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Armitage Reveals
Past Experiences

(Continued from Page 1)
Mrs. Barry more, Mary Wilcox; Lord
Stanley, Harry Page; H. R. H. the
Duke of Cumberland, James Wise;
and the maid, Alice Neff .
(Continued from Page 1)
In the 20th century the characters
not 'from the guillotine but from a
besides Standish are: Marjorie Frant,
pile of lumber.
By now you are probably wonderVirginia Leef the Ambassador, Robert
and Mrs. Barwick, Lois
ing hovjr JDr. Armitage became inter- Haring;
ested in impersonating the characters Clowes.
of Dickens. It was his mother, a well- These players are all members of
known vocalist, who started this inter- Kappa Theta Gamma, Wooster's hon"
est. Every Christmas she .would read orary dramatic society.
the "Christmas Carol" to him" in much
play
Costumes for the
are in the
the same way that Dr. Delbert G. Lean charge of Lois Clowes and Mary Wilreads, it to us. Then - Dr. Armitage cox. Marcia Stark and Bob Marsh
would sneak up to the attic and re- comprise the property committee; Horcite Tiny Tim's lines in his imaginary ace Dutton and Foster Lewis are in
theatre. Although his .mother's curtains charge of the lights; Harriet Foster
wouldiVrmove and the stage, was just is in chargebF the sound effects; Her-ber- t.
the attic floor, he loved it because he
Rogers is bookholder; and Francis
was the whole show the audience, the Browne is the stage manager.
The
orchestra, the stage manager, the ac- make-u- p
committee is headed by Joan
'
Campbell and includes Helen Kelly,
tors.
Gradually he progressed from this Jane Menold, and Evelyn Roberts.
theatre to school houses and churches
The performance this evening is a
where he portrayed his characters
benefit performance for the Wooster
always Dickens'. When he came to "Bundles for Britain". Mrs. Louis V.
America in 1913, he worked his way Ingram is chairman of the committee
through Harvard, Yale and Clark by. of town omen from whom tickets
his acting. After the audiences became may be secureM. Tickets for Friday
tired of Dicken's, he practiced his and Saturday evenings may be bought
magic or unfolded his ventiloquist's downtown or at the door immediately
dummy.
before the performances.
Heads Army School
"Berkeley Square" is under the diDuring the World War he was rection of Prof. Delbert G., Lean,
headmaster of the Canadian army head of the Wooster Speech departtheatre school in France, where it ment, and director of Kappa Theta
was his duty to furnish entertainers Gamma plays. He is assisted by Ar
for the men in the trenches. Now he thur Kaltehborn of the Speech detours the United States making the partment.
characters of Dicken's living people!
He gives many shows for college audiences, especially during the summer
monthsr FronrWooster he plans ta go
to Philadelphia and then on to New
York .to fulfill engagements.
,
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Class Funds Buy"
New Ohio Painting

.-

Ohio

-.

E. Lyman

Speaks
At Sociology Club

Mr. Norman Daly has been purchased
by the college with funds provided by
the class of 1923 and the art depart
ment. The painting, "November Day",
has been hung in one of the parlors
at Holden Hall. It is a decorative
and expressive work in the Gauche
technique taken from the exhibit
which was helcTTiere some time agor
Mr. Daly is a young artist whose
home is Pittsburgh but who is now
teaching at Oberlin. He was trained
at the University of Colorado, Car
negie Tech, and Ohio State univer
sity and also studied in France. He
has Seen represented in outstanding
exhibitions and some of his paintings
are now being shown at the national
water color exhibit in Pittsburgh.

Miss Elisabeth Lyman, director of
admissions atJestern Reserve school
of social sciences and heaiToTthe
Charities of Cleveland, spoke
at the meeting of the Sociology club
at Prof. Archibald Johnston's home
on Monday, Mar. 10 at 7 p.m.
Miss Lyman's topic was, "Trends
and Prospects for Social Workers",
and she emphasized the need for
trained workers, saying that half of
the positions available are now filled
by untrained workers.
Frank Coe, president of the club,
presided over the' business meeting,
and it was decided not to have any
social function for the club this
spring.
The club plans to have another
The fifteenth anniversary of the
speaker who is a professional in this
field at the next meeting which will formation of the Gamma chapter of
Phi Sigma Iota, honor romance lanbe held
14.
guage society, was celebrated at the
Black and Gold Tea room, Saturday,
Mar. 8 at 6:30.
Prof. ' Donald Demorest of Ohio
State University was the guest speaker,
.
his subject was "Currents and Eddies
in the French Regional Novel." Prof.
The college library wishes to call
Demorest was introduced by Prof. J.
attention to the list of "Ten ImW. Olthouse, head of the French deportant Books pf Non Fiction i n
partment.
1940", which was selected by the
Miss Ruth Ihrig, president of the
Current History and Forum's Literary
chapter of the honorary soWooster
Advisory, hoard--. All but one of the
ciety, gave a review of the club's acbooks are in the library. They are:.
tivities over the past years.
New England r Indian Summer, 1 856- 1915, by.4 Van Wyck Brooks.
John D. Rockefeller, 2 vols, by Allan Le Cercle Francais Gives
One-AcNevins.
t
Comedy by Ceppi
As I Remember Him, by Hans Zinsser.
"Alio! AlJo! Ici Malheur Sur
Why Europe Fights, by Walter Millis. Tourbe,''- - a ofte-ac- t
comedy by Marc
Trelawny: A Man's Life, by Margaret Ceppi, was presented at the meeting of
Armstrong.
the French club,. Tuesday, Mar. 11.
Pilgrim's Way, by John Buchan.
Geraldine Morton directed the preFailure of a Mission, by Sir Neville sentation, while characters with speakHenderson.
ing parts were Edith Wheelock, Jean
;
Tragedy in France, by Andre Maurois. Mclntyre, Margaret Neely, Eleanor
With Love and Irony, by Lin Yutang Homan, Betty Gourley, and Carolyn
(not in library).
McGill. Supporting these characters in
Strategy of Terror, by Edmond Tay- - singing roles were Phyllis Johnson,
lor.
Betty N. Baker, Margaret Coryell,
Students will find short reviews of Louise Stewart, Geraldine Morton, and
these ten books, and also the names Edith Beck.
of the members of the board that made
Hratchouchi Guevorkian 'spoke on
the selection, in the Feb. 13 issue of her experiences in Europe at the beCurrent History and Forum.
ginning of the meeting.
As-sociat-

ed

--

V'spent-rwo-years-

all-colle-

s.

r!!Jvpid

lie-detect-

or.

ston, who was this year's speaker during Prayer Week. All this, you help
with your pledges. It was a gentleman's
agreement. Well, gentlemen . . . ?

Lit Society Holds

Informal Reviews
Pembroke Literary society will hold
egular-short
- meeting -- in - Babcock
basement at 6:45 p.m. Thursday, Mar.
13. Informal book reviews in the
manner of dinner table conversation
and "shop talk" on Sherwood Anderson's hints to writers and .other
pertinent - material - will - provide the
program.
The book reviews will include Mar
garet Armstrong's 'Trelawny" given
by Elizabeth Duffield and William
Saroyan's "My Name is Aram" by
Betty Dodds. Marion Roller will pre-- '
sent the shop talk. Main business to
be taken up at the meeting will be
concerned with the approaching open
meeting and the tryouts to follow.

a

-r-

Index Takes Photos
'Final cleanup of pictures not yet
taken for the Index will be held on
Friday, Mar. 14. All freshman girls
that have not yet had their pictures
taken should be at the library steps
at 12:50 p.m. At 1 p.m. a repeat
picture will be taken of the fellows
from town and Douglass Six in front
of the chapel. All other fellows that
have not yet had their pictures taken
will have such an opportunity at 1:10
'
p.m.
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Seaboyer's Grill
Two blocks off campus

Stibbs St.
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NEW SPRING FROCKS - $7.95
Exquisite Fabrics

- - -

New Influences

Typical of all of our fashions

BEULAH iJECHTEL
NEXT TO SCHINE'S

A

CAMERA THRILL!

ANCHOR S AWEIGH!
You'll have smooth sailing, skipper, if you . get
a ship shape MIDDY BLOUSE. They've a style
that's as new as tonight's hews broadcast
and
spruce as an admiral's full dress uniform.
WE HAVE THE SILK ONE
SAKS FIFTH AVENUE ADVERTISES $2.25
ALSO ONE IN PIQUE

:.J2

,

FREEDLANDERSi
WEITZEL

Dry Cleaning Co.
Paul Lamale, agent

Phone 260

.

WOOSTER RECREATION
BAST NORTH STREET
EIGHT
M. Edwards, Manager

PHONE 289
ALLBY-LANE-

S

F. Zarlengo, Prop.

Try a movie camera.'T ake home to the folksa story of campus life in film.

PHOTOGRAPHY SUPPLIES
CAMERAS - - PHOTO ALBUMS -

-

-

THE COLLIER PRINTING CO.
--

FILM

Printed and Engraved Stationery
Sipith and Corona
Portable Typewriters

L. C.

Snyder Studio
CAMERA and GIFTSHOP
"

.

.

Phone 16

Phone 400

Bever and North Sts.

We Have a Wide Selection of GREETING CARDS
For AU Occasions

East Liberty at Bever Streets

ge

the-Colo-

Honor Society Marks
Fifteenth Anniversary

on-Apr-

af-

ter lunch on Saturday, Mar. 1), it
was anounced at the Student Senate
meeting Wednesday; Mar. 12. The
buying of costumes and scenery before
spring vacation will be discussed.
The Senate decided to have an
Vic' dance m Babcock from 8
to 11 on Saturday, Mar. 15. There
will also be dances on Mar. 22 and
Apr. 26. The Senate asks for sealed
bids from persons wishing fo provide
the music for these three remaining
vie dances. One person will get the
contract for all three dances.
The
r
prices for the Spring formal and
Day dances will be 85 cents per
couple.

Far Eastern situation, the whole,
lege knew his interest was not. purely
objective. Tovey was in the limelight,
having just been chosen Wooster'
delegate -in Allahabad, representing the Big Four's
Wooster in India project. With Tovey
now jnthethroesLgetting a passport and learning Urdu phrases, it is
an appropriate time to remind those
who have pledged to support the Big
Four financial activities that many of
them have not paid up their pledges.
If you remember, it was a gentleman's
agreement. Under Hal Streeper and
Jim Mumaw, a campaign was held in
the early fall to obtain funds for the
Big - Four - budget. Many students at
that time pledged 'money, which has Sharp ' Demonstrates
up. The undernoV-a-- detector
to Club
standing was that payments would be Lie
made in either October, November or
The psychology club met WednesDecember, on the first of the month.
day, Mar. 5 in the psychology lecture
Without the budget they had countroom. After a business meeting,
ed on, this campus religious federation
Professor Martin Remp explained the
cannot carry on all its plans. Every
operation of the apparatus for psychosummer they send, students to West
galvanic reaction, or the
Virginia mining camps where they do
Professor Wilford L. Sharp demonvaluable social work. They plan and
strated its use with various members
carry out all freshman week activiof the club acting as subjects.
ties, in addition to bringing the Week
The next meeting of the psychology
of Prayer speaker to the campus. No
club will be on April 9.
one has yet forgotten Dr. Paul John-- ,
col-

--
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Anyone that is interested in
a used tux in good condition
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